Background
Our notations for symmetric functions (of an in nite, countable set of indeterminates X = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :g) will be the same as in Mcd], except for the following minor changes. We denote by Sym(X) := L n Sym n (X) the Z-algebra of symmetric functions over X, graded by total degree. The standard scalar product on Sym(X) (for which the Schur functions form an orthonormal basis) is denoted by ( ; ) rather than by h ; i, the symbol h i being reserved for an other use. Also, for a symmetric function (1 + zx i ) :
A partition can be described by the sequence of its parts, arranged in decreasing order or by the multiplicities of the parts. If = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :) = (1 a 1 2 a 2 : : :), then we call the sequence a := (a 1 ; a 2 ; : : :) the cycle type of .
As already mentioned in the introduction there are two multiplicative structures on Sym(X). The ordinary or outer product, i.e. the usual multiplication of symmetric functions, and the internal or inner product which is denoted by \ ".
We recall that the latter can be de ned on the basis p of Q Sym(X) by p p = z p , and that if and are characters of a symmetric group S n , then ch( ) = ch( ) ch( ) where ch is the Frobenius characteristic map 27, I.7], 18]: ch : L n R(S n ) ! Sym(X) ( We will often identify representations with their characters).
The algebra Sym(X) is naturally endowed with two coproducts and , which are more easily de ned using the standard -ring structure and the identi cation : F(X)G(Y ) 7 ?! F G 2 Sym(X) Sym (X) where Y is a second countable set of indeterminates, independent from X. Then and that and are algebra morphisms for the ordinary product. In fact, it can be shown that both are also morphisms for the internal product, and a fundamental fact is that they are respectively adjoints to the ordinary and internal product:
1.1 Theorem For any F; G 2 Sym(X), ( 
F ; G H) = (F ; GH) ( F ; G H) = (F ; G H) :
The same is of course true for the iterated coproducts r and r , again de ned via the identi cation r : F 1 (X 1 ) F r (X r ) 7 ! F 1 : : : F r ; by r F = r F(X 1 + : : : + X r ); and r F = r F(X 1 X r ):
In this context it is often useful to consider (iterated) multiplication as an operator Sym(X) r ! Sym(X). Thus we will denote r-fold outer (inner) product by M r (resp. m r ) and we will suppress the su x in the case r = 2.
The plethysm F G 27, I.8] of G by F is here denoted by F(G), F being interpreted as an operator of the -ring Sym(X). For each G 2 Sym(X) there is an algebra homomorphism R(G) : Sym(X) ! Sym(X); F 7 ! F(G):
We will write Q(G) for its adjoint. For further use we note two properties of these
where R(G H) := R(G) R(H). The Adams operations F 7 ! p k (F) of this -ring will be also denoted by k , and the adjoints of the linear operators k will be denoted by k . It is easily shown that k is a homomorphism for the outer product and that k is one for both outer and inner product. A detailed study of the k can be found 
whereê ( 1 ;:::; r) (P) =ê 1 (P) ê 2 (P) ê r (P). As above we set for the Adams operations^ k (F) :=p k (F), and we denote by^ k the adjoint of^ k (cf. 9, 39, 32]). It easily shown that^ k is also a morphism for the ordinary product. We may, via the characteristic map, also consider^ k and^ k as operators on the ring of complex-valued class-functions of the symmetric group. Then we have for any classfunction
If we take the trivial character , then^ k ( ) counts the number of k-th roots in the group. Hence we may call^ k ( ) the k-th root number function.
Both equations can be used to de ne operators on the class functions of an arbitrary nite group. Frobenius showed that these operators are (by restriction) operators on the ring of virtual characters 6].
Inner plethysm and the internal product make the additive group Sym n (X) of symmetric functions of weight n into a -ring, isomorphic to the representation ring R(S n ) of the symmetric group S n . The individual structures of the rings Sym n (X) can be glued together, to de ne a -ring structure on the ring Sym(X)^of symmetric formal power series, the unit element of being the series 1 = P n h n (recall that F G = 0 if F and G are homogeneous of di erent weights, and that h n is the image by ch of the trivial character of S n ).
We shall also make use of the linear operator de ned on the basis of Schur functions by ?(z) : Sym(X) ! Z(X) Sym 
The operator ?(1) accounts for example for the fact that the value ( ) of an irreducible character of S n on a conjugacy class = (1 1 We are now ready to give a relation between the adjoints of Adams operators of both kinds of plethysms. 
Therefore the image of p n under the right hand side is equal to
We can rewrite the inner sum as
Hence the outer sum breaks down to one single term and we get p (m;n) n=(m;n) which iŝ m (p n ) as desired.
2
If we apply the theorem to s (n) or to get a compact notation to 1 , then we recover a result which was proven directly and with di erent methods by 31, 38].
Corollary^
As the homogeneous component of degree l is the Frobenius characteristic of the mthroot number function of S l , the equation in particular shows that the root number functions of the symmetric groups are proper characters. (This was conjectured by A. Kerber 14] .) This has also a representation theoretical interpretation. Consider the character n of the permutation representation of S n given by ( ; ) 7 ! ?1 . The value of n on the conjugacy class of type is just z . So the right hand side of the identity is the generating series for the n . On the other hand the permutation representation is the direct sum of the permutation representation on the orbits, i.e. the conjugacy classes of S n .
But each of these subrepresentations are induced from the trivial representation of the centralizer of an (arbitrary but xed) element in the respective class. But the Frobenius characteristic of their characters is just a product of plethysms s (a 1 ) (`' 1 ) s (an) (`' n ).
This clearly corresponds to the left hand side (cf. 12]).
2.14 Remark As is well-known, the Moebius and Euler functions are particular cases of the Von Sterneck functions (or Ramanujan sums) which can be de ned by
! kr (! = e 2i =n ) :
One can thus wonder whether the above identities can be extended to the symmetric functions`(
But it is easy to see (by taking logarithms and rearranging the sum, but it is also a consequence of 2.11) that, for a general f, obvious that p (X) can be written in the basis of monomial symmetric functions with non-negative integral coe cients.
In 13] Kerber, S anger and Wagner gave a description of j s = . This leads to a formula for computing^ a] s = .
In the following we will describe, without proofs, their constructions. The central concept will be that of an r-quotient. Let r; s 2 N . An (r; s)-con guration (or \abacus", cf. 10]) is a matrix A 2 f0; 1g f1;:::;rg N with \1" appearing exactly s times. We will number the places in A by natural numbers that is by reading the matrix column by column from left to right and starting to count with zero.
It is possible to encode partitions by such con gurations. To be precise: Fix s 2 N and let be a partition with at most s parts. Then we assign to ( ; s) the (r; s)-con guration which has a \1" only at those places with numbers This mapping is a bijection between all partitions with at most s parts and all (r; s)-con gurations. The inverse map can be described as follows. First one has to write the numbers of the \1"s in an (r; s)-con guration in ascending order. Subtraction of the "staircase" (0; 1; : : :; s ? 1) yields the desired partition in reverse order. Moreover, this gives a bijection between all partitions (to encode, let s be the length of the partition) and all con gurations that have a \0" at place number 0. 
Example
; : : :;
) is { up to cyclic permutation { de ned by . We call it the r-quotient of . If is another partition with at most s-parts, we may also form its (r; s)-con guration Z. Let (
) be its r-quotient. Consider the following operations on con gurations. Exchange a \1" and a \0" in the same row only if \0" is left to \1" and no \1"s are between \0" and \1". If successive application of these operations transform A to Z, then we call the tuple (s is the same for both and ) (
= (1) ; : : :;
) the r-quotient of = . We de ne s( ; r; ) to be the product of the Schur functions corresponding to the skew partitions in the r-quotient. By applying the operations to A the order of the \1"s may change. So transforming A to Z gives a permutation whose sign, as it only depends on and , we will denote by sgn( ; r; ). For convenience we de ne for all other pairs of partitions s( ; r; ) := 0 =: sgn( ; r; ).
It should be noted that this construction can be interpreted as a generalization of the Murnaghan-Nakayama-formula for skew characters. For, getting Z from A is equivalent to removing admissible r-hooks from the diagram of to obtain ; and the sign change is given by the leg-lengths of these hooks. 2
Combining this formula with 2.9, we obtain an algorithm for computing^ m (s = ). To obtain^ 3 s (6;5;2;1) we have to consider three more terms. For a := (8; 0; 2; 0; : : :) we have three relevant chains () (4; 4) (6; 5; 2; 1); () (6; 2) (6; 5; 2; 1); () (3; 2; 2; 1) (6; 5; 2; 1); whence^ a] s (6;5;2;1) = s (4;4) s (2;1)=(1) (`3) ? s (6;2) (s (2;1)=(2) s (1) )(`3) +s (3;2;2;1) (s (2;1)=(1 2 ) s (1) )(`3) = s (4;4) From this it is straightforward to give the decomposition of^ 3 s (6;5;2;1) into Schur functions, but the expression is too large to be given here.
For a := (11; 0; 1; 0; : : :) there are again three relevant chains: () (4; 4; 2; 1) (6; 5; 2; 1); () (6; 2; 2; 1) (6; 5; 2; 1); () (6; 5) (6; 5; 2; 1); hence^ a
Action of the Adams operators on stable characters
The results of the preceding section allow us to derive in a systematic way the stable reductions of the series^ k (hs i). We shall give the details for k = 2 and for k = 3.
It is possible to go further but the resulting formulas are too complicated to be really useful. In all cases, the substantial part of the computation is to extract a factor 1 from a series^ k ( 1 F). It is then a simple matter to understand what happens when F is replaced by D ?1 F.
First we will restrict to the case that k is prime. We start dually using 2.3. Then
As R(`1) = I = 1 and D 1 is multiplicative we get
Now, D 1 (`k(X)) =`k(X +1) =`k +~k with~k = 
As k is multiplicative and R(`1) = I = 1 , we get
and, by associativity of M and coassociativity of ,
Using 2.3 again we nally arrive at
In the case k = 2 we immediately have (as~2 =`1)
3.2 Theorem Taking into account the facts that s (2) (F) = (F F +^ 2 (F))=2 andŝ (11) (F) = (F F ?^ 2 (F))=2, and using Littlewood's formula 1.3 for the expansion of hs i hs i, we recover exactly theorem X of 26].
By a similar calculation it is also possible to describe^ 3 (hFi). Indeed, it follows from 3.3 that
Expanding the coproducts by means of Schur functions giveŝ 
The following is immediate:^ 2 (s (n) ) = s (n) =^ 2 (e n ): There is an involution on Sym(X) which maps F(X) ! F(?X) and it is easy to see that it commutes with 2 so that in particular 2 (e n (X)) = (?1) n ( 2 (s (n) ))(?X):
Formulas for decomposing k (s (n) ) are known. One possibility is to use k-quotients. We will do this for k = 2. To compute 2 (s (n) ) we describe, using the adjoint, those partitions of 2n with ( 2 (s ); s (n) ) = (s( ; 2; ()); s (n) ) 6 = 0. But to get this the 2-quotient of must be of the form (s (r) ; s (l) ); r + l = n. As we may assume that the place 0 in the con guration contains zero, we see that the 0-row will contain exactly one entry \1" and the 1-row at most one entry \1". Hence has at most two rows and it is easy to see that all partitions of 2n can be transformed to the zero partition by removing two hooks. Moreover, the corresponding sign is one, if the rst part is even and ?1 if it is odd. Hence X s ); r even.
5.4
In the symplectic case, we get 
